
1 Life and state-dependent insurance

1.1 Introduction

Life and pension insurance are arrangements for which payments streams are determined by
states occupied by inviduals. These contracts typically last for a long time, up to half a century
and more. A simple example is an arrangement where an account first is built up and then
harvested after a certain date. At first glance this is only a savings account, but insurance can
be put into it by including randomness due to how long people live. When such accounts are
managed for many individuals simultaneously, it becomes possible to balance life cycles against
one another so that short lifes (for which savings are not used up fully) partially finance long
ones. There is much sense in this. In old age benefits do not stop after a certain agreed date,
but may go on until the recepient dies.

Many versions and variants of such contracts exist. Benefits may be one-time settlements
upon retirement or death of a policy holder or distribute over time as a succession of pay-
ments. Traditional schemes have often been Defined Benefit (or DB) where economic rights
after retirement determine the contributions that sustain them. Defined Contributions (or
DC) is the other way around. Now the pension follows from the earlier build-up of the account.
Whatever the arrangement the values achieved depend on investment policy and interest rate
and also on inflation (which determines the real worth when the pension is put to use). All of
that must be high risk indeed, and who carries it? With DB arrangements it is typical pension
schemes or companies which must guarantee defined rights of policy holders, but DC contracts
are different. Now risk typically resides with the individuals themselves. Such financial issues
are deferred until Chapter 15. The target here is the traditional part of the methodology where
the so-called technical rate of interest r is given and where benefits are not linked to economic
variables like inflation or wage level. This creates an orderly system of pricing and valuation
which must be mastered before the complications of the financial side are introduced.

1.2 The anatomy of state-dependent insurance

Introduction
All payments streams in this chapter run over a fixed time sequence tk = kh for k = 0, 1, . . .,
and there are similar age sequences yl = lh for l = 1, 2, . . ., always indexed by l. The interest
rate r is fixed and is proportional to h. An important, elementary concept is that of an annuity
which is a constant cash flow over t0, t1, t2, . . .. Suppose each payment is of size 1, run over K
time steps and is in arrears. Its present value is then

d + d2 + . . . + dK = d
1− dK

1− d
where d =

1

1 + r
. (1.1)

The discount factor d is introduced to make formulae of this chapter neater. Schemes in
arrears take payments at the end of each period (none at t0 = 0), but cash can also be
transferred in advance. The present value of such annuities is the slightly higher

1 + d + . . . + dK−1 =
1− dK

1− d
. (1.2)
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In life and pension insurance such payment streams are broken off when the individual dies.
Its valuation must then be adjusted, which is a big issue in life insurance mathematics with
special notation erected; see Section 12.4. Here the main ideas will be introduced from a more
general viewpoint.

Cash flows determined by states
Life insurance mathematics deals with cash flows influenced by life cycles. This means con-
tracts where the payment ζk at time tk is fixed by a state Cl occupied by the individual at
that point. A simple example could be Cl = 0 if the individual is alive at age l and Cl = 1
if he is dead. Other and more complicated schemes will be introduced below. A life cycle
is in general a random sequence {Cl} where each Cl is some label among a small number of
possibilities; see Section 6.6. Markov chains (also Section 6.6) are the standard models, and
we shan’t move beyond those. To this probabilistic description must be added the contracts
which specify payments sl(c) (positive or negative) when the individual is in state c at age l.

A general representation of a life insurance cash flow {ζk} must link time k and age l. Suppose
the contract was drawn up at time t0 = 0 for a policy holder of age y0 = l0h at that point.
Then

ζk = sl(Cl) where l = l0 + k, (1.3)

which reflects that the age at time k has become l = l0 + k. Note that as Cl changes so does
the payment. Later in this section portfolio versions will follow by adding over all policies.

As an example, consider an ordinary defined benefit pension scheme. There are now con-
tributions π up to some retirement age lr with benefits s being received after that. One way
to fit this into the general scheme is to define Cl = 0 if the policy holder is alive at age l and
Cl = 1 if he is dead. There are then the three possibilities

sl(0) = −π sl(0) = s sl(1) = 0,
contributing premium, l < lr receiving benefit, l ≥ lr dead

contributions to the scheme being counted negative (the usual convention). Although the sim-
ple arrangements of pensions and term insurance will be tackled in Section 12.4 without this
formalism, it is a very useful one for more general cases.

There is nothing unique in the representation (1.3), and how the sequence {Cl} is defined
is a matter of convenience that might have more than one possibility. For example, with or-
dinary pension schemes an alternative could be to let retirement be a state of its own (as was
done in Section 6.6). The present section deals with cash flows {ζk} of the form (1.3) and
introduces the basic concepts for pricing and control of such liabilities.

Equivalence pricing
Consider a contract set up at t0 = 0. Its present value at that time is

PV0 =
∞
∑

k=0

dkζk with expectation E(PV0) =
∞
∑

k=0

dkE(ζk). (1.4)
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Here PV0 is random since future states of the individual is unknown. One way to plan the
arrangement is to make

E(PV0) = 0 (equivalence condition). (1.5)

This is known as the principle of equivalence. All payments into and out of the scheme are
then balanced so that their expected present value becomes zero. If the insurer is a company,
there is no profit in this (and no expenses are covered), but obviously that comes down to the
specification of d (or r). A private company would expect surplus returns on the management
of the assets.

Equivalence may adjust premium (paid early) to match given benefits later. Consider a simple
pension scheme, entered at age l0. With π and s being premium and benefit, we have

E(ζk) = −π kpl0
and E(ζk) = s kpl0

,
while saving while drawing benefit

where kpl0
is the probability of surviving the next k periods. These life table probabilitities

were introduced in Section 6.2, and there will be more in Section 12.3 below. Both expressions
are intuitive. Surely the expectation must be the payment itself times the probability that it
is actually made. Suppose retirement starts at lr, lasting until the end of life. With payments
in advance the expected present value is

E(PV0) = −π
lr−l0−1
∑

k=0

dk
kpl0

+ s
∞
∑

k=lr−l0

dk
kpl0

,

and the equivalence condition yields an equation that can be solved for π. Arrangements of
this kind are discussed in Section 12.4.

The reserve
Consider a contract k time units after it has been set up. The present value of the remaining
payments is then

PVk =
∞
∑

i=0

diζk+i with expectation Vk = E(PVk|Cl0+k), (1.6)

where it has been highlighted that Vk is a conditional quantity. We are dealing with an indi-
vidual of age l0 at t0 = 0, and at tk the underlying state has become Cl0+k. Often Vk is treated
as the value of the contract at that time. The way treaties are designed usually ensures that
Vk > 0. A client renoncing all future rights in exchange for a lump sum, may be paid the
amount Vk, and neither party would then lose on average. Of course, the value Vk is uncertain
prior to tk, since there are then several possibilitities for the state Cl0+k.

For this defintion of value to be valid {Cl} must be a Markov chain (Section 6.6). The point
is that in (1.6) all information about the future life cycle must rest in the current state C l0+k.
More general defintions can be found among the references at the end of the chapter. The
quantity Vk is also known as the reserve at time k and typically enters the balance sheets of
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companies. There is a connection to the savings value of the preceding payments. Those have
been ζ0, . . . , ζk−1, and with interest earnings added the account at time k becomes

V ′
k = −

k−1
∑

i=0

(1 + r)iζi, (1.7)

which is an ordinary savings value. The minus sign captures that the first payments are
normally premium, counted negative (and making V ′

k positive). The savings value fails to
include risk. For example, suppose an individual dies early. In many schemes the company
then simply takes over the account, and that typically makes V ′

k < Vk; how will be seen
in Section 12.4. But at the time the contract is drawn up the future savings value V ′

k and
risk-adjusted value Vk are always equal on average, i.e.

E(V ′
k) = E(Vk) (under equivalence pricing). (1.8)

This is a consequence of the equivalence condition and is proved in Section 12.7.

The portfolio viewpoint
In (1.6) Vk is unused surplus (that can be traded for cash) for the policy holder and a liability
for a company or pension scheme. At a given point in time, say at t0 = 0, there are many
different contracts. Suppose there are J of them, set up k1, . . . , kJ time units earlier. If their
values are denoted V1k1

, . . . VJkJ
, the portfolio liability becomes

V0 = V1k1
+ . . . + VJkJ

,

which is entered in our books (and must be available on the asset side). The present value of
the actual payments will not be quite this number though fairly close (see Section 3.4).

A highly interesting issue is how these liabilities distribute over time. For policy j (1.6)
may be rewritten as

Vjkj
=

∞
∑

k=0

dkE(ζjkj+k|Cjkj
),

where all input quantities now have been indexed by j. This yields

V0 =
J
∑

j=1

Vjkj
=

J
∑

j=1

(

∞
∑

k=0

dkE(ζjkj+k|Cjkj
)

)

or when switching the order of the sums

V0 =
∞
∑

k=0

dkXk where Xk =
J
∑

j=1

E(ζjkj+k|Cjkj
). (1.9)

Here Xk is the expected pay-out at time tk, and the discounted value of the sequence {Xk}
defines the present value of the portfolio obligations. The actual payment stream will be dif-
ferent, but the discrepancies are nearly always too small to matter and in simulation studies
of the asset-liability type (Section 15.6) liabilities are simply stored as a fixed sequence.
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A simple example is a pension scheme of identical contracts where cash flows are separated
into contributions π prior to the retirement age lr and benefits s received afterwards. Let Nl

being the number of individuals of age l today (at t0 = 0). Among those kN l will at time tk
be alive. Clearly

E(kN l) = kpl · Nl

where kpl is the probability of surviving the next k time units. The usual way of defining the
net portfolio pay-offs is then

Xk = −π
∑

l<lr−k

kN l + s
∑

l≥lr−k

kN l where kN l = kpl · Nl.
expectation

Premium (counted negative) is contributed whenever l + k < lr, and benefits are withdrawn
otherwise. Note that the random counts kN l have been replaced by their expectations kpl · Nl

in line with the strategy that the uncertainty in Xk is unimportant.

1.3 Survival modelling

Introduction
The basis of all stochastic modelling in life insurance is how long people live. In reality length
of life is a continuous random variable Y , but in practice it is usually sufficient to count is as
Lh where L is an integer and h a time increment, a year, a quarter or a month. We then seek
the probability distribution of L, known as a life table. Actuarial evaluations, in particular,
make use of

kpl = Pr(L ≥ l + k|L ≥ l) and kql = Pr(k + l − 1 ≤ L ≤ l + k|L ≥ l),
survival probabilities mortalities

where the survival probabilities on the left define the chance of surviving a further period of
length kh whereas the mortalities on the right specify the likelihood of dying immediately
before age y = (l + k)h. Note that both are conditional probabilities that apply to people that
have already reached the age lh. Survival probabilities were introduced in Section 6.2

The purpose of this section is to review the main steps in modelling these quantities. This
invariably involves historical data, but there are also steps of a theoretical nature, above all
links to to continuous time which resemble those of Poisson modelling of Section 8.2. Women
live longer than men, and separate models are needed.

Deductions from one-step transitions
The one-step survival probabiltities 1pl = pl play a special role in the sense that the entire life
table are generated from them. Indeed

k+1pl = pl+k · kpl, k = 0, 1, . . . starting at 0pl = 1. (1.10)

whereas for the mortalities

k+1ql = (1− pl+k) · kpl, k = 0, 1, . . . . (1.11)
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Both relationships are exercises in conditional probabilities. You establish the first one by
noting that

Pr(L ≥ k + l + 1|L ≥ l) = Pr(L ≥ k + l + 1|L ≥ l + k) · Pr(L ≥ k + l|L ≥ l)

or k+1pl = pl+k · kpl. The second one is almost the same. Now

Pr(k + l ≤ L ≤ k + l + 1|L ≥ l) = Pr(k + l ≤ L ≤ k + l + 1|L ≥ l + k)
·Pr(L ≥ k + l|L ≥ l),

which translates into (1.13). The recursion (1.11) was proved in Section 6.2 as well.

Modelling through intensities
Another way to build up life tables is through modelling in continuous time. There is now an
intensity µ(y) that defines the mortality at age y. Within a short time increment of length
h the probability of dying is µ(y)h, proportional to h and depending on y. The mathemati-
cal construction follows the Poisson process in Section 8.2 closely, although now the incident
(death) can only occur once (!). But this does not prevent part of the mathematics of Sec-
tion 8.2 to apply. The number of events N in a time-hetereogeneous Poisson process over the
interval from 0 to T follows the distribution

Pr(N = n) =
λn

n!
e−λ where λ =

∫ T

0
µ(t) dt.

Our is interest is now n = 0. and we must change the limits of the integral defining λ to y0

and y1, but on that argument the chance of surviving the period from y0 to y1 becomes

exp

(

−
∫ y1

y0

µ(y) dy

)

,

which is a key result.

It is useful to rephrase in terms of Y , the total length of life of the indvidual. At the outset
Y ≥ y0 and survival up to y1 means that Y ≥ y1. Hence

Pr(Y ≥ y1|Y > y0) = exp

(

−
∫ y1

y0

µ(y) dy

)

, y1 > y0. (1.12)

Insert y0 = lh and y1 = (l + k)h, and you have established that

kpl = exp

(

−
∫ (l+k)h

lh
µ(y) dy

)

, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (1.13)

Constructions from intensity functions will be extended to general state processes {C l} in Sec-
tion 12.5.

The standard model: Gomperz-Makeham
The most popular mathematical description of mortality goes back to 1860 (!) and bears the
name of Gomperz and Makeham who made separate contributions. The intensity is now a
parametric curve of the form

µ(y) = θ0 + θ1 exp(θ2y), (1.14)
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Figure 12.1 A Gomperz-Makeham model (parameters in text). Left: Logarithms of annual

mortalities (in %). Right: Expected total and expected remaining number of years.

where θ0, θ1 and θ2 are parameters. The link to the survival probabilities is

kpl = exp

(

−θ0kh−
θ1

θ2
(eθ2(k+l)h − eθ2lh)

)

. (1.15)

which you prove by noting that (1.17) yields

∫ (k+l)h

lh
µ(y) dy = θ0lh +

θ1

θ2
(eθ2(l+k)h − eθ2lh)

and (1.18) follows by inserting into the exponent in (1.16).

The one-year mortalities ql = 1− pl have been ploted in in Figure 12.1 left for

θ0 = 0.0009, θ1 = 0.000044, θ2 = 0.09761

This corresponds to an average length of life of about 75 years, plausible for males in many
developed countries. Note that logarithms have been plotted on the vertical axis (otherwise
the resolution would have been poor). The curve crosses zero at about 60 years which means
1% likelihood of a 60 year old male dying the coming year. Mortalities rise rapidly at higher
ages. This model will be used for laboratory experiments later1.

Expected survival
The parameters of a Gomperz-Makeham model tell us little about how long people live on
average, which is important for interpretation. Consider, more generally, an individual of age
y0. His remaining life is then Y − y0, and we seek the expectation E(Y − y0|Y > y0). The

1It resembles one that has been used by the insurance industry in Norway.
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exact value demands numerical integration even in the Gomperz-Makeham case. That is not
unsurmountable, but we shall not go into it since it is easy to implement an approximate
version based on the count L. Indeed, it follows from Exercise 6.2.5 that

E(L− l0|L > l0) =
∞
∑

k=1

kpl0 . (1.16)

Here l0 = y0/h, and the sum must in practice be stopped at some maximum le. It does take
a computer to evaluate it. The following procedure generates kpl0

with the recursion (1.11) as
part of the scheme, using pl = 1pl as input:

Algorithm 12.1 Expected remaining survival
0 Input: {pl}, l0, le, h %With year as time unit choose le = 120/h

1 P ← 1 and E ← 0 %Initial survival probability and expectation

2 For l = l0, . . . , le do
3 P ← Ppl and E ← E + P %Here P equals kpl0

for k = l − l0 + 1

4 Return E ← Eh %Expected number of years remaing

The algorithm returns an approximation of the expected remaining life of an individual of
age y0 = l0h. The time increment h is chosen by the user. Exact results are obtained in the
limit as h→ 0. For the Gomperz-Makeham model input probabilities pl are provided by (1.18).

How the expected remaining life might depend on age is shown in Figure 12.1 right, using
h = 0.01 years (more than accurate enough). The model is the same as on the left. At 60 an
indvidual has a little more than 20 years left on average. Also shown is y0 + E where E is the
output of Algorithm 12.1. This is the expected total length of life for a person of age y0, and
it must increase with y0.

Using historical data
Life tables must be fitted historical data. Complications due to changes in how long people
live are here ignored (see e.g. Section 15.2), and our record comes from observing a group
of people over some recent period. It must be done separately for men and women. Keeping
track on who live and who die leads to counts

nl0 ≥ nl0+1 . . . ≥ nle ,

where nl is the number of individuals that has survived to age l. Going from nl to nl+1 is
simply a sequence of nl Bernoulli trials with the survival probability pl as ‘success’.

The elementary textbook approach is to estimate pl through

p̂l =
nl+1

nl

. (1.17)

An alternative is to fit a parametric function like the Gomperz-Makeham model. With three
parameters θ0, θ1 and θ2 the strategy can be set down as

pl = Hl(θ0, θ1, θ2) and p̂l = Hl(θ̂0, θ̂1, θ̂2),
assumed relationship estimated relationship
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where the estimates θ̂0, θ̂1 and θ̂2 are typically determined by maximum likelihood. Such a
procedure can be developed by noting that the sequence nl0 , nl0+1, . . . , nle is Markov dependent
in the sense defined in Section 6.5. The (conditional) density function of nl+1 is

f(nl+1|nl) =

(

nl+1

nl

)

p
nl+1

l (1− pl)
nl−nl+1 ,

and the log likelihood function is calculated by taking logarithms and adding over all l. With
constant factors removed we are lead to the criterion

L(θ0, θ1, θ2) =
le
∑

l=l0

{nl+1 log(pl) + (nl − nl+1) log(1− pl)}. (1.18)

where expressions for pl must be inserted. For the Gomperz-Makeham model insert k = 1
in (1.18) which yields

pl = exp

(

−θ0h−
θ1

θ2
(eθ2(l+1)h − eθ2lh)

)

.

Maximization of L(θ0, θ1, θ2) with respect to θ0, θ1 and θ2 is usually be carried out numerically
(see Section 7.3).

Is this more complicated procedure superior to the simpler, non-parametric (1.21)? There
is bias if the assumed relationship pl = Hl(θ0, θ1, θ2) is wrong, but there are advantages too.
Random errors are smaller, and a plot of p̂l against l traces out a smooth curve without the
random bumbs and wriggles you find with the other estimate; see Section 15.2 where these
issues are illustrated.

1.4 Single life arrangements

Introduction
Insurance products for which mortality risk is the only source of uncertainty2 are among the
most common ones We shall now consider cash flows {ζk} influenced by the death of a policy
holder. Two basic schemes of this kind are cash flows persisting as long as the policy holder
is alive and one-time payments upon his death. It isn’t difficult to write down the expected
present value of these arrangements by means of the mortalities and survival probabiltities of
the preceding section. Indeed,

E(PV0) =
∑∞

k=0 dkζk kpl0 and E(PV0) =
∑∞

k=0 dkζk kql0 ,
payments while alive payment (one-time) upon death

(1.19)

which are intuitive. At time k take the payment agreed and multiply with the probability that
it is actually made. When you add over all k (and discount!) the expected present value is
forthcoming; see Exercise 12.4.1 for a formal proof.

Practical insurance contracts are combinations of these schemes with delays, and everything

2In practice there is additional uncertainty. Error in the stochastic model and inflation risk are
examples; see Chapter 15.
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in this section could have been referred back to (1.23). This is not the common way. Usually
actuaries use mortality-adjusted annuities for which indigeneous mathematical notation has
been set up. The present section is a review of this methodology.

How mortality risk affects value
We shall start by examining value under mortality risk. Our tool is an ordinary pension plan
which we may define as an agreed cash flow {ζk} interrupted upon death. In practice there
are contributions (counted negative) in the beginning and withdrawals (counted positive) at
the end, but that is of no concern for the mathematics. The value of insurance contracts
was in Section 12.2 defined as the expected present value of all remaing transactions under
the agreement. For a policy holder who is alive at time k this amounts to the left hand side
of (1.25) below. If the arrangement satisfies the condition of equivalence (1.5), there is a second
valuation as well. Indeed, it is verified in Section 12.7 that if E(PV0) = 0 in (1.23) right, then

∞
∑

i=0

ζk+i d
i
ipl0+k = −

k−1
∑

i=0

ζi
(1 + r)k−i

k−ipl0+i

. (1.20)

prospective reserve retrospective reserve

Insert k = 0 on the left, and you are back to the the expected present value (1.23).

On the right the past contributions −ζ0, . . . ,−ζk−1 are added with interest, but −ζi is at time
k attributed a higher value than the ordinary accumulated saving Vk = (−ζi)(1 + r)k−i. Why
is that? Why should the account be credited Vk/pk rather than just Vk where pk = k−ipl0+i?
Because the expected value of the contribution then becomes

Vk

pk

× pk + 0× (1− pk) = Vk,

insured alive insured dies

coinciding with the savings value. The extra on the right in (1.25) is compensation for the
insurer pocketing the money if the insured dies early.

Life insurance notation
Insurance products are often fixed annuities, and their mortality-adjusted valuation is handled
by special mathematical notation. Consider a cash flow of one money unit over K time periods
which ceases when the individual dies. The expected, discounted value of the k’th payment is
dk

kpl0
, and with payment in arrears the expected present value of the arrangement is

ä
l0:K =

K
∑

k=1

dk
kpl0

(in arrears while alive), (1.21)

which is a special case of (1.23) left. The notation signifies that it lasts K periods and that
the age is l0 at the start. Note that all transfers take place at the end of the periods (none at
t0 = 0). There is a similar quantity for payment in advance; i.e.

a
l0:K =

K−1
∑

k=0

dk
kpl0

(in advance while alive). (1.22)
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Now there is no transfer tK = Kh. The two variants are related to each other through the
relationships

al0:K = 1 + äl0:K−1 or äl0:K = al0:K+1 − 1,

which are obvious once you have dechiffred what the definitions mean! Annuities of infinite
extensions are denoted by

äl0 = äl0:∞ and al0 = al0:∞ .
in advance in arrears

(1.23)

Now the cash flow is only interupted when recepient or payer dies.

We also need deferred versions that start to run at some point in the future. Consider an
annuity that begins k periods ahead and only if the indvidual is still alive. Present values of
such schemes are

dk · kpl0
· a

l0+k:K or dk · kpl0
· ä

l0+k:K .

in advance in arrears

(1.24)

Now the future annuities al0+k:K and älo+k:K must be discounted back to the value today
and adjusted for the probability that the individual is still alive when the cash flow begins. You
will in specialist literature find annuity coeficients (with still more complicated nomenclature!)
for deferred versions too; see Section 12.7

Similar quantities apply to one-time payments linked to the death of the policy holder. There
are now only versions in arrears. They are by tradition written with a capital A, for example

Äl0:K =
K
∑

k=1

dk
kql0 , and Al0 = Al0:∞ . (1.25)

which are justified in almost the same manner as above. One money unit tranferred upon death
of the policy holder takes place at time k with probability kql0

which must be discounted and
added over all k for the expected present value. On the left there is no payment after K time
units. These are special cases of (1.23) right. Deferred versions are defined as before.

Common insurance arrangements
The following examples show how the mortality-adjusted annuity coefficients are put to work.
It is assumed that premia are calculated through equivalence. Most payments are in advance
(but in arrears would be almost the same). Others examples can be found among the exercises.

Life annuitites This is the simplest way conceivable of smoothing mortality risk. Suppose an
individual has amassed savings Π at the age of retirement lr and purchases an annuity that
lasts for K time units (or until his death if K is infinite). The mortality-adjusted value of an
unit annuity is then a

lr :K , and the pension s received each period is determined from

s · alr :K = Π or s =
Π

a
lr :K

. (1.26)
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Note that the amount received is increased by the company being allowed to take the remainder
of the of the funds in case of an early death. Savings Π is due to the individual, but it could
be built up by professional asset managers on his behalf. Contributed benefit (CB) schemes
work like that.

Defined benefit The pension was in the preceding example determined from given savings.
A defined benefit scheme is the other way around. Now savings are built up to support a given
pension. Suppose the individual enters the arrangement at age l0 and retires at lr to receive a
fixed pension s during the ensuing K time periods (or until his death). With all payments in
advance the present value of the scheme at the time it is drawn up is

−π · a
l0:lr−l0

+ s · dlr−l0 · lr−l0pl0
· a

lr :K ,

contributing stage benefit stage

where the benefit part comes from the deferred annuity (1.29). The equivalence premium
becomes

π = s · dlr−l0 · lr−l0pl0
·

a
lr :K

a
l0:lr−l0

. (1.27)

It is implicit that the insurer is allowed to take over the surplus in case of an early death, whch
makes the contribution π smaller than it would have been otherwise.

Pure endowments These are savings contracts where the policy holder is paid a lump sum
at a future date if alive, merely a pension plan with one single benefit (i.e. K = 1). The
contribution necessary to sustain such an arrangement is

π = s · dlr−l0 ·
lr−l0pl0

a
l0:lr−l0

, (1.28)

which follows from (1.32) by noting that alr :1 = 1; see (1.27).

Term insurance Often such arrangements are used to protect financially weaker recepients
from the loss of income due the policy holder. Upon his death a single sum is paid the benefi-
ciary at the end of the period. A contract of that kind lasting for K time units has at t0 = 0
present value

−π · a
l0:K + s · Ä

l0:K .

premium term benefit

where Ä was defined in (1.30). This becomes zero if

π = s ·
Ä

l0:K

al0:K

, (1.29)

which is the equivalence premium. Like pension schemes such contracts have positive values at
any point in time, and if broken off, the insured may be entitled to compensation. The reason
is mortalities being smaller in the beginning which means that the insurer has received higher
premium than the risk taken; see Exercise 12.4.5 which outlines the mathematics.
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Endowments These are combinations of term insurance and pure endowments. There is
a one-time payment following the death of the policy holder and also a final endowment if the
insurer is alive as the expiry of the contract. The present value at time zero is now

−π · a
l0:K + s1 · Äl0:K + s2 · d

K · Kpl0
· a

l0:K
,

premium term pure endowment

where the contributions due to the two types of benfits are added. Premium if determined
through equivalence becomes

π = s1 ·
Ä

l0:K

a
l0:K

+ s2 · d
K ·

Kpl0

a
l0:K

, (1.30)

which is the sum of premia for term insurance and pure endowment.

A numerical example
How reserve and savings values in ordinary pension insurance evolve is illustrated in Figure
12.2. The contract was entered at the age of 30 years with retirement at 65. After that date
a pension of 12500 (say euro) was received four time a year in advance up to the age of 90.
The survival model was the Gomperz-Makeham one in Section 12.2, and the premium was
calculated from the equivalence condition. The amounts when contributed four times a year
and in advance were (in thousand euro)

Premium (quarterly) 1.634 2.189 2.902.
Interest (annual) 4% 3% 2%

Note the sensitivity in terms of the technical rate of interest.

The reserve (at annual technical rate 4%) is shown in Figure 12.2 left assuming the insured to
stay alive. A top is reached at the retirement age (65). After that there is a decline to zero
at 90 where the scheme terminates. It is interesting to compare with the savings values V ′

k

of the account, which is an account (with interest) of what the insurer actualy has received.
Since premium π is paid before retirement and benefit s withdrawn afterwards, V ′

k develops
according to the recursion

V ′
k = (1 + r)(V ′

k−1 + π) and V ′
k = (1 + r)(V ′

k−1 − s),
before retirement after retirement

starting at V ′
0 = 0. All quantities are quarterly (included the rate of interest r, slightly smaller

than 1% since it corresponds to an annual one of 4%). The savings value is in Figure 12.2
smaller than the reserve during the contributing stage, because it fails to adjust for the survival
risk. For very long lifes it becomes strongly negative at the end, causing loss for the insurer,
but he has compensation through short lives of others where the account is positive.
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Figure 12.2 Reserve and savings value of a pension insurance under conditions described in

the text. Note: Scales on vertical axes different.

1.5 Multi-state insurance I: Modelling

Introduction
Multi-state insurance was introduced in Section 12.2, but not much was said about the mod-
elling of the state process {Cl} and about the evaluation of premia and liabilities in detail.
There is a considerable literature here. Much of it is in continuous time, but a lot can be
achieved by simple means through recursions running in discrete time. We then need the
transition probabilites

pl(i|j) = Pr(Cl+1 = i|Cl = j)

introduced in Section 6.6 and their k-step extension

kpl(i|j) = Pr(Cl+k = i|Cl = j). (1.31)

As before, l (the ordinary subscript) defines age and k (the prefix) represents the time ahead
All actuarial evaluations will be carried out in terms of these quantities when we get around
to it in the next section.

In reality there is a state C(y) attached to any age y, not only the sequence yl = lh, and
we may write

Cl = C(yl) with yl = lh.

This kind of viewpoint was used with survival modelling in Section 12.3 and is at least as
important here. The process C(y) runs in continuous age. It is assumed to be a Markov
process which is defined in the same way as in Section 6.6; i.e. all information on the future
course of C(y) rests with the current state with earlier ones being immaterial. This Markov
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property is inherited by any sequence Cl = C(lh), whatever the choice of h. One of the central
themes in this section is how models on different age scales are linked.

From one-step to k-step transitions
As with ordinary survival modelling (Section 12.3) k-step transition probabilitities are con-
nected to one-step versions through simple recursions. Consider an individual starting in state
i0 at age l0 and ending k + 1 time units later in state i while occupying state j immediately
before the end. The path is then

kpl0
(j|i0) pl0+k(i|j)

state i0 −→ j −→ i,
age l0h (l0 + k)h (l0 + k + 1)h

where the probabilities of the two transitions are those shown. They must be multiplied for the
probabililty of the entire path, and when added over all j in the middle provides the likelihood
of ending in state i. In other words,

k+1pl0
(i|i0) =

∑

j

pl0+k(i|j) kpl0
(j|i0), for all i, (1.32)

which is a recursion in k = 0, 1, . . ., starting at

0pl(i|i0) =
1 i = i0
0 i 6= i0.

(1.33)

Through this result all future states are assigned probabilities. Computer implementation is
easy (see Algorithm 12.3 below), and the scheme can be run for any time or age increment h.
This is a useful observation that will later in this section provide the link between the under-
lying stochastic model and what we need for actuarial evaluation. A formal proof of (1.37)
draws on the Markov assumption; see Section 12.7.

Intensity modelling
Chief issues of modelling in continuous time can be introduced through the disability scheme
from Section 6.6. There were three states (here re-labelled 0, 1 and 2), and they were connected
through a lay-out of the form

disabled (1)

active �
�

�
�*

H
H

H
Hj

µa|i

µi|a

µ0

µ1

�
�

�
��

?
(0)

dead (2)

The propensity to move from one state to another is characterized by intensities, four different
ones being needed here. In addition to the mortalities µ0(y) and µ1(y) there are µi|a(y) and
µa|i(y) that make individuals switch between active and disabled. In practice µ0(y) and µ1(y)
are often unequal, typically µ1(y) ≥ µ0(y). This model is our main example in the present and
the next section.
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The general case makes use of intensities µi|j(y) for passing from state j to i. For the disability
scheme these are on matrix form

µ1|0(y) = µai(y) µ2|0(y) = µ0(y)

µ0|1(y) = µia(y) µ2|1(y) = µ1(y)

µ0|2(y) = 0 µ1|2(y) = 0,

where diagonal elements µii(y) are not needed. Systems like these with general, age-dependent
intensities µi|j(y) is a powerful modelling tool. In practice the number of states can easily be
higher than three.

Intensities are almost the same as probabilities on small time scale. This viewpoint, famil-
iar from Poisson modelling (Section 8.2) and survival modelling (Section 12.3), is formally
valid as h→ 0. It is now a more demanding one mathematically since there are many states,
yet the basic interpretation stays the same. An individual in state j at age y moves to a
different state i at y + h with probability µi|j(y)h. How we pass to the transition probabilities
on time scales used for actual evaluation is discussed next.

Example: A Danish disability model
Disability models for public schemes vary between countries; see Habermann and Pitacco
(1998). The Danish model is one of the very simplest and therefore a useful introductory
example. Rehabilitation from disabled state is ignored3 and active and disabled mortalitites
are equal. The earlier disability scheme is now simplified by

µ1(y) = µ0(y) and µa|i(y) = 0,

which (unusually!) leads to closed expressions for the transition probabilities (1.36). Indeed,
an individual may leave the active state 0 due to both disability and death. During a small
time increment of length h the probability of one of these events is (approximately)

µ0(y)h + µi|a(y)h = {µ0(y) + µi|a(y)}h
individual dies becomes disabled

which conveys (as was seen in Section 8.2 too) that intensities due to different, independent
sources are added4. Since no one enters state 0 after having left it, we may similar to (1.16)
conclude that

kpl(0|0) = exp

(

−
∫ (l+k)h

lh
{µ0(y) + µi|a(y)} dy

)

, (1.34)

and in the same way

kpl(1|1) = exp

(

−
∫ (l+k)h

lh
µ0(y) dy

)

. (1.35)

3As this book is being written rehabilitation is in many countries not a very strong possibility despite
the authorities often being keen on promoting it.

4We may ignore the possibility of becoming disabled and die within the same period since the joint
probability is of order h2. It was seen in Section 8.6 that this is too small to matter as h→ 0.
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Figure 12.3 Distributions among states in disability schemes under the conditions described

in the text.

Other transition probabilitites are

kpl(2|1) = 1− kpl(1|1), (1.36)

kpl(2|0) = kpl(2|1), (1.37)

kpl(1|0) = 1− kpl(0|0) − kpl(2|0), (1.38)

where the first is due to rehabilitation being excluded, the second to the mortality among
active and disabled being equal and the third is obvious. All other transitions probabilities are
zero.

Numerical examples.
The Danish model imposes Gomperz-Makeham descriptions of the two intensities, notably

µ0(y) = θ0 + θ1 exp(θ2y) and µi|a(y) = η0 + η1 exp(η2y).

with parameters5

θ0 = 0.0004, θ1 = 0.00000347, θ2 = 0.1382, η0 = 0.0005, η1 = 0.0000759, η2 = 0.08750,

which defines a survival model that differs quite a lot from the one in Section 12.3. An average
life is now 71.4 years, more than three years less, for example. It is possible to find closed
mathematical expressions for the probabilities (1.39)-(1.43) through elementary integration;
see Exercise ??. The plot in Figure 12.3 left shows how a population gradually splits between
the three states when everybody enter the scheme as active at age 20 (for the meaning of the
parameter M , see below).

5They are adapted to the present notation; different values are found in Haberman and Pitacco’s
book (p. 100).
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A simple modification is offered on the right of Figure 12.3. Now the disabled have higher
mortality and are allowed to return to the active group (which is called rehabilitation). In
detail, µi|a and µ1(y) are as before whereas

µ0|1 = µa|i(y) = 0.2 and µ2|0 = µ0(y) = 0.6 · µ1(y).

This corresponds to strong recovery from disability (20% chance within a year, independent
of age). At the time of writing (2005) such numbers are unrealistic, but its impact on the dis-
tribution among the three states in Figure 12.3 is interesting. With rehabilitation the number
of disabled individuals has become much smaller, despite people entering the disabled state
equally often. The lower mortality in the active group is evident too.

Rehabilitation makes the Markov assumption less obvious; for more general models see Haber-
man and Pitacco (1998).

From intensities to transition probabilities
Models on intensity form must be converted to transition probabilities on time scales used in
practice. This can be achieved through the recursion (1.37). Re-write it as

k+1pl0
(i|i0) = pl0+k(i|i) kpl0

(i|i0) +
∑

j 6=i

pl0+k(i|j) kpl0
(j|i0)

and insert into the first term on the right

pl0+k(i|i) = 1−
∑

j 6=i

pl0+k(j|i).

This yields

k+1pl0
(i|i0) = kpl0

(i|i0) +
∑

j 6=i

{pl0+k(i|j) kpl0
(j|i0)− pl0+k(j|i) kpl0

(i|i0)}, (1.39)

where the idea is to utilize that the probabilities pl0+k(i|j) on small time scale h is deter-
mined by the intensities. The viewpoint will in Section 12.7 lead to the famous Chapman-
Kolmogorov differential equations which can be solved by commercial software.

Here is a simpler, albeit computationally slower idea you can implement on your own. Suppose
we seek transitions over intervals of length h. Choose some large number M and consider the
age sequence

yk = y0 + k
h

M
, k = 1, 2, . . . , (1.40)

where y0 = l0h. Introduce transition probabilities

p′l0+k(i|j) = µi|j(yk)
h

M
i 6= j and p′l0+k(j|j) = 1−

∑

i6=j

p′l0+k(i|j), (1.41)
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which are well-defined mathematically if M is large enough to make all pl0+k(j|j) ≥ 0. In
terms of this model (1.44) becomes

k+1p
′
l0
(i|i0) = kp

′
l0
(i|i0) +

h

M

∑

j 6=i

{µi|j(yk)(i|j) kp
′
l0
(j|i0)− µj|i(yk) kp

′
l0
(i|i0)}, (1.42)

for k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., which may be run for a long as we please from the initial

0p
′
l0
(i|i0) =

1 i = i0
0 i 6= i0.

(1.43)

Note that

ykM = y0 + (kM) ·

(

h

M

)

= y0 + kh,

and kMp′l0(i|i0) applies to a period of length kh. Its evaluation has been on a small time
increment that faithfully reflects the intensity model. Hence

kpl0
(i|i0)

.
= kMp′l0(i|i0), (1.44)

and we have method that produces transition probabilities on the time scale needed for ac-
tuarial evaluation. The inaccuracies in (??) vanish as M → ∞, a mathematical limit process
similar to those in in Sections 8.2 and 12.3; see also Section 12.7. When computing the se-
quence (1.47) every M ’th set is stored and the rest forgotten.

An obvious question is how large M must be for the accuracy to be satisfactory. With proper
implementation there isn’t really any need to keep M very low (since the computations are
completed rapidly in any case). Yet intensity functions are in practice always smooth functions
of age y, and M = 100 or M = 1000 should be enough for most purposes. An illustration for
the Danish disability model is given in Figure 12.3 left. Even such a crude choice as M = 1
does not seem to deviate too much from the others (though it is too inaccurate). A monthly
time scale (M = 12) was virtually undistinguishable from M = 100. To see how a computer
program is set up, consult Algorithm 12.3 in the next section.

Using historical data
Multi-state insurance models are often harder to identify from historical data than ordinary
survival distributions. One of the problems is lack of data. Public disability schemes, for ex-
ample, are vulnerable to political currents (and whims!), and the way states are defined might
change, not at all an uncommon experience.. If historical data is extensive, we might try to
follow a non-parametric approach. Consider some period of observation and let nl(j, i) be the
number of individuals in state j at age l and in state i one time unit later. An estimate of
pl(i|j) could then be

p̂l(i|j) =
nl(i, j)

nl(j)
where nl(j) =

∑

i

nl(j, i). (1.45)

Here nl(j) is the number of individuals in state j at age l.

There is a natural, intuitive justification, but in practice lack of suffcient data would often
make such estimates unviable due to random error. A likelihood approach based on paramet-
ric intensity functions is then likely to be better. The procedure would follow the similar one
in Section 12.3, though with more complex technicalities.
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1.6 Multi-state insurance II: Evaluation

Introduction
General multi-state insurance introduced above has a stochastic part represented by the inten-
sities µi|j(y) for movements between states and a contract part defined by payments sl(i) that
apply in state i at age l. This is a powerful set-up that enables us to express in mathematical
form most arrangements found in practice. One of the aims of this section is to indicate how
this works. Add general recipes that evaluate premia and liabilities, and you have a tool-box
that takes care much of what you are likely to encounter regarding insurance obligations. Cal-
culations are cut in the same mould of averages as in earlier sections of this chapter, although
now becoming more complex since there are several states to deal with. Computer implemen-
tation is discussed at the end.

Evaluation formulae
Actuarial evaluation of multi-state schemes must add contributions not only over many time
points, but also over many states. At time tk an individual of age l0 and in state i0 originally
will be found in some (possibly different) state i. His age is then l0 + k, and he will receive
(or pay) the amount sl0+k(i). The event is assigned the probability kp(i|i0) so on average the
payment is

sl0+k(i) kp(i|i0).

Add this over all i and k with appropriate discounting, and you get the expected present value
of the entire cash flow; i.e.

E(PV0) =
∞
∑

k=0

dk
∑

i

sl0+k(i) kpl0(i|i0). (1.46)

Premia may be adjusted to make E(PV0) = 0 for equivalence solutions. How that is done is
indicated at the end of the section.

An argument of the same type yields the portfolio liabilites {Xk}. Now we need the num-
ber of individuals Nl0(i0) currently of age l0 and in state i0. These are quantities observed, but
what similar counts will be in the future we can’t know exactly. However, their uncertainty
is ignored, and expected values are therfore enough. With a nomenclature similar to the one
used for probabilities let kN l0(i) be the expected number of individuals of age l0 today and in
state i at time tk. The expected net portfolio pay-off at that time then becomes

Xk =
∑

l0

∑

i

sl0+k(i) kN l0(i) where kN l0(i) =
∑

i0

kpl0
(i|i0)Nl0(i0), (1.47)

which needs justification.

Condsider individuals of age l0 and state i0 at time t0 = 0. There are Nl0(i0) of them, all
with probability kpl0(i|i0) of passing to state i at time tk. The expected number is therefore

kpl0
(i|i0)Nl0(i0), and when we add over all i0 as on the right in (1.52) we obtain kN l0(i). Mul-

tiply these expected counts with the relevant payments sl0+k(i) as on the left in (1.52), and
you get the (net) liability. Individual contracts will in practice vary over the portfolio, but the
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detailed picture is not needed. It it is sufficent to supply for sl0+k(i) the average over all policies.

Example: A widow scheme
The first example is a pension scheme with special compensation for a widow outliving the
policy holder. Suppose following his death she receives during the rest of her life a fixed pension
s2, and following his retirement the couple benefits from a different sum s1. If after retirement
he dies first, hethe portfolio liabilites {Xk} are determined though an argument of the same
type. r pension is changed to s2 (reduced in practice), if she dies first it remains unchanged.
Of course, many other detailed clauses could have been imagined. What we must learn is how
such things are put in mathematical form.

In the present case a convenient set-up is

state 0 state 1 state 2,
he is alive he is dead, she is alive both are dead

with payment functions

sl(0) = −π, l < lr
sl(0) = s1, l ≥ lr

and sl(1) = s2.

and nothing in state 2. This reflects that premium is paid until his retirement at lr (or his early
death) and that the pension is s2 when she is a widow. Transition probabilities are determined
from survival probabilities kpl0

(for him) and similar ones kp̃l̃0
(for her; her age was l̃0 when

the contract was drawn up). Clearly

kpl(0|0) = kpl0 and kpl(1|0) = (1− kpl0)kp̃l̃0
,

if it is assumed that the survival of the two spouses represent independent events.

Calculation of the expected present value (1.50) of the scheme is now a question of identi-
fying payments according to state and age. This readily yields

E(PV0) = −π
∑lr−l0−1

k=0 dk
kpl0

+ s1
∑∞

k=lr−l0
dk

kpl0
+ s2

∑∞
k=1 dk(1− kpl0

)kp̃l̃0
,

premium prior to lr pension for both widow pension

and solving the equation E(PV0) = 0 determines the equivalence premium. The first two sums
on the right can be written in terms of the annuity coefficients in Section 12.4, but the third
can not. Extended annuity notation can be found among the references.

Example: Disability and retirement in combination
As a second example consider a disability arrangement where there is a fixed benefit s1 during
disablement. At retirement lr all individuals (whether disabled ot not) are transferred to an
ordinary pension s2, usually different from s1. A simple mathematical description makes use
of the following three states:

state 0 state 1 state 2,
active/retired disabled/retired dead
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with payment functions

sl(0) = −π, l < lr
sl(0) = s2, l ≥ lr

and
sl(1) = s1, l < lr
sl(1) = s2, l ≥ lr.

Note that remuneration in both states 0 and 1 depends on whether the individual is beyond
the retirement age lr. Possible models for the fluctuations among the three states are those of
the disability scheme in Section 12.5.

For somebody entering this arrangement at age l0 as active the expected present value of
the entire payment stream becomes

−π
∑lr−l0−1

k=0 dk
kpl0

(0|0) + s1
∑lr−l0−1

k=1 dk
kpl0

(1|0)
premium stage disability stage

+ s2
∑∞

k=lr−l0
dk{kpl0

(0|0)) + kpl0
(1|0))},

benefit after retirement

where details are due to the same kind of arguments as before. Payment streams in the var-
ious states must be identified, then multiplied with the appropriate probabilities and finally
discounted. Note that the pension is the same in both states 0 and 1 after retirement. The
equivalence premium is determined by solving the familiar equation. Portfolio liabilities are
discussed among the exercises.

Numerical examples
An illustration is shown in Figure 12.4 when the disability model of the preceding example is
the Danish or modified Danish one of Section 12.5. It is further assumed that

s1 = 30 s2 = 20 lr = 65 r = 4% (money unit: thousand euro).

Premia under these assumptions are plotted in Figure 12.4 left as curves where the age of entry
l0 have been varied. When starting at 30 years the amount is a little over 3000 euro annually,
but it increases rapidly as l0 is raised, anmd the time to retirement goes down.

To examine portfolio liabilities suppose there were one million policies, owned by people be-
tween 30 and 89 years. Age distributions at time t0 = 0 were

Portfolio I: Nl0 = c exp(−0.05|l0 − 40|) l0 = 30, . . . , 89
Portfolio II: Nl0 = c exp(−0.05|l0 − 50|), l0 = 30, . . . , 89

with 90% active and 10% disabled in each age group. The constant c ensured that the number
of policies was one million exactly6. We are entering at an arbitrary time of the portfolio.
Some are paying premium; others are receiving benefit. The distribution of the liabilities over
time has been computed by Algorithm 12.3 below and is shown in Figure 12.4 right for the
modified Danish disability model. There are pronounced differences between the two portfolios
due to their different age distribution. The much higher share of young members in Portfolio

6This is achieved by c = 106/(N30 + . . .N89).
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Figure 12.4 The combined disability/pension scheme described in the text. Left: Premia

against age of entry. Right: Distribution of liabilities under the modified Danish model.

I shifts the bulk of the payments about one decade into the future. Such information is highly
relevant when planning investments, a topic discussed in Section 15.6.

Computer implementation
If the stochastic model is on intensity form, the first step is pass to to the time scale used for
evaluation. Algorithm 12.3 is an implementation of the method developed in the preceding
section:

Algorithm 12.3 Transition probabilities from intensities
0 Input: {µi|j(y)}, l0, i0, h, K and M %M large, say M ≥ 100

1 y ← l0h, p(i0)← 1 and p(i)← 0 for all i 6= i0 %p(i) is kp′l0(i|i0) in (1.47)

2 For k = 1, . . . K do
3 Repeat M times: %Inner loop

4 y ← y + h/M %Age updated

5 Repeat for all i: D(i)← 0
and for j 6= i D(i)← D(i) + µi|j(y)p(j) − µj|i(y)p(i)

6 Repeat for all i: p(i)← p(i) + (h/M)D(i)
End M -loop

7 Repeat for all i: kpl0
(i|i0)← p(i)

End k-loop
8 Return kpl0

(i|i0) for k = 1, . . . K and all i %Add 0pl0
(i0|i0) = 1 and

0pl0
(i|i0) = 0 for i 6= i0

To understand the details of the algorithm you must look up its underlying theory; see (1.47) in
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particular. Note that the loops on Lines 5 and 6 are two separate ones and you must complete
the former before starting on the latter.

Equivalence premia can be determined from the output of Algorithm 12.3 quite easily. This is
dealt with among the exercises. Another application is the evaluation of the portfolio liabili-
ties {Xk}. Now we seek the entire stream (not only its present value) in order to bring in the
financial side in Chapter 15. The algorithm below is based on the definition (1.52), but it is
covenient to rewrite it. If you insert kN l0(i0) on the right in (1.52) into the sum on the left
and change the order of summation, you arrive at the triple sum

Xk =
∑

l0

∑

i0

Nl0(i0)

(

∑

i

sl0+k(i)kpl0
(i|i0)

)

, (1.48)

which can be evaluated directly from the intensity model {µl(j|i)} through the following steps:

Algorithm 12.4 The liability stream
0 Input: {µi|j(y)}, {sl(i)}, {Nl0(i)} h, K and M %M large enough

1 For all k: Xk ← 0
2 Repeat for all l0 and i0: %Outer double sum in (??)

3 Run Algorithm 12.3 run from (l0, i0) %kpl(i|i0) available for all (k, i)

4 For k = 0, 1, . . . K do
5 D ← 0 %Inner sum in (??) starts
6 Repeat for all i: D ← D + sl0+k(i)kpl(i|i0)
7 Xk ← Xk +Nl0(i0) ·D

End all loops
8 Return X0,X1, . . . ,XK .

The comments on the right outline the logic behind the algorithm.

1.7 Mathematical arguments

Section 12.2
Savings value and risk-adjusted value We shall verify that the savings value V ′

k defined
in (1.7) and the risk-adjusted value Vk in (1.6) right are equal in expectation. For the former

E(V ′
k) = E

(

−
k−1
∑

i=0

(1 + r)k−iζi

)

= −(1 + r)k
k−1
∑

i=0

diE(ζi), where d =
1

1 + r
,

whereas for the latter

E(Vk) = E{E(PVk|Ck)} = E(PVk)

by the rule of double expectation. Inserting (1.6) left for PVk yields

E(Vk) =
∞
∑

i=0

diE(ζk+i)
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which implies that

−E(V ′
k) + E(Vk) = (1 + r)k

k−1
∑

i=0

diE(ζi) +
∞
∑

i=0

diE(ζk+i)

= (1 + r)k

(

k−1
∑

i=0

diE(ζi) +
∞
∑

i=0

dk+iE(ζk+i)

)

= (1 + r)k
∞
∑

i=0

diE(ζi) = 0

by the condition of equivalence (1.5)

Section 12.4
The reserve formula (1.25) The expected present value of a pension plan {ζk} may be
written

E(PV0) =
∞
∑

i=0

ζid
i
ipl0

=
k−1
∑

i=0

ζid
i
ipl0

+
∞
∑

i=0

ζk+id
k+i

k+ipl0
,

where the the sum on the very right runs from time k and onwards. Note that

dk+i = di · dk, and k+ipl0
= ipl0+k · kpl0

,

where the factorization on the right breaks survival up age l0 + k + i into two stages. First
the individual must be alive at l0 + k and then at l0 + k + i, the probabiities of which being
multiplied. Inserting into the second sum for E(PV0) yields

E(PV0) =
k−1
∑

i=0

ζid
i
ipl0

+ dk
kpl0

∞
∑

i=0

ζk+id
i
ipl0+k,

which is zero by the equivalence condition (1.5). Hence

∞
∑

i=0

ζk+id
i
ipl0+k = −

1

dk
kpl0

k−1
∑

i=0

ζid
i
ipl0

= −
k−1
∑

i=0

ζi
di

dk

ipl0

kpl0

= −
k−1
∑

i=0

ζi

(1 + r)k−i
·

ipl0

kpl0

since d = 1/(1 + r). Suppose i < k. Then

kpl0

ipl0

=
Pr(L ≥ l0 + k|L ≥ l0)

Pr(L ≥ l0 + i|L ≥ l0)
= Pr(L ≥ l0 + k|L ≥ l0 + i) = k−ipl0+i

which yields

∞
∑

i=0

ζk+id
i
ipl0+k = −

k−1
∑

i=0

ζi(1 + r)k−i 1

k−ipl0+i

.

This is the link (1.25) between the retrospective and prospective reserve.

Section 12.5
The k-step transition probabilities To prove the recursion (1.37) invoke the elementary
formula for sums of probabilities of disjoint events which yields

Pr(Cl0+k+1 = i|Cl0 = i0) =
∑

j

Pr(Cl0+k+1 = i, Cl0+k = j|Cl0 = i0).
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This implies that

Pr(Cl0+k+1 = i|Cl0 = i0) =
∑

j

Pr(Cl0+k+1 = i|Cl0+k = j, Cl0 = j)Pr(Cl0+k = j|Cl0 = i0)

=
∑

j

Pr(Cl0+k+1 = i|Cl0+k = j)Pr(Cl0+k = j|Cl0 = i0),

where the last passage is due to the Markov assumption. In the mathematical notation used
this is the same as

k+1pl0
(i|i0) =

∑

j

pl0+k(i|j) kpl0
(j|i0),

which is (1.37).

The Chapman-Kolmogorov equations Start with (1.44) which reads

k+1pl0
(i|i0) = kpl0

(i|i0) +
∑

j 6=i

{pl0+k(i|j) kpl0
(j|i0)− pl0+k(j|i) kpl0

(i|i0)}.

and introduce y0 = l0h and y = y0 + kh = (l0 + k)h. The idea is to keep y0 and y fixed and let
h→ 0 (this forces l0, k →∞). A different mathematical notation is required. The probability

kpl0
(i|i0) applies to a transition from state i0 at y0 to state i at y. We shall now denote it pi(y)

omitting direct reference to i0 and y0. Thus, with kpl0
(i|i0) identified with pi(y) and pl0+k(i|j)

with µi|j(y)h, the preceding recursion becomes

pi(y + h) = pi(y) + h
∑

j 6=i

{µi|j)(y)pj(y)− µj|i(y)pi(y)},

which is the same as

pi(y + h)− pi(y)

h
=
∑

j 6=i

{µi|j)(y)pj(y)− µj|i(y)pi(y)}.

Let h→ 0, and we have deduced that

dpi(y)

dy
=
∑

j 6=i

{µi|j)(y)pj(y)− µj|i(y)pi(y)} (for all i).

This system of differential equations bears the name of Chapman and Kolmogorov. There are
in commercial software highly polished subroutines to solve them. Computationally this is
faster than than the algorithm in Section 12.5. Whatever method used, it is necessary to redo
them for all initial states i0 and all initial y0 of interest.
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1.8 Further reading

Life insurance mathematics goes far back. In fact, much of its early history was long before
the computers. The needs of that era lead to an extensive algebraic notation, indigeneous to
the subject, but not much has been made of that here. A good summary is provided by Gerber
(1990), including the common viewpoint of continuous payment streams. You’ll find much of
that in almost all modern academic literature on life insurance.

For a broad, parctical perspective the book to read could be Booth, Chadburn, Cooper, Haber-
man and James (1999), which contains, among other things, extensive lists of references prior
to its date of publication. Many of the more practical issues are dealt with and also the mod-
ern contributing life insurance schemes which are discussed in chapter 14. The interplay with
mathematical finance is not covered. For that you may consult Panjer (1998); see, e.g., also
the next three chapters below. A specialist book dealing with multi-state models is Haberman
and Pitacco (1999), again with many references on its topic. There you will find the more
sophisticated techniques mentioned in section 11.4 for identifying transition probabilites in
general Markov chains.

Booth, P., Chadburn, R., Cooper, D., Haberman, S. and James, D. (1999). Modern Actuarial Theory
and Practice. London: Chapman & Hall.

Gerber, H. U. (1990). Life Insurance Mathematics. Berlin: Springer-Verlag.

Haberman, S,. and Pitacco, E. (1998). Actuarial Models for Disability Insurance. London: Chap-
man & Hall.

Panjer, H. (1998) (ed). Financial Economics. The Actuarial Foundation.

1.9 Exercises

An alternative version of (1.14) is

1− F (y1)

1− F (y0)
= exp

(

−

∫ y1

y0

µ(y) dy

)

,

where F (y) be the distribution function of Y . Differentiating this with respect to y1 and inserting
y1 = y0 = y yields

µ(y) =
f(y)

1− F (y)
,

where f(y) = F ′(y) is the density function. In this form µ(y) is known as the hazard rate.

Equivalence premia are easily determined from the output of Algorithm 12.3. Indeed, suppose contri-
butions π to the scheme are paid in state 0 up to age lr. The present, expected value for an individual
joining at age l0 is then from (1.50)

E(PV0) = −π

lr−l0−1
∑

k=0

dk
kpl0

(0|0) +

∞
∑

k=lr−l0

dksl0+k(0) kpl0
(0|0)

+

∞
∑

k=1

dk
∑

i>0

sl0+k(i) kpl0
(i|0), (1.49)
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where state 0 is allowed to continue even after the retirement age lr. Solving the equation E(PV0) = 0
yields π. How computations are organized in particular cases are discussed among the exercises.

There is a simple recursion for counts similar to the one for transition probabalities in (1.37). Consider
the individuals of age l0 at time t0 = 0. At tk an average of kN l0(i) of those occupy state i, and for
k = 0, 1, . . . these counts turn out to evolve according to

k+1N l0
(i) =

∑

j

pl0+k(i|j) kN l0(j), (for all i). (1.50)

Why is this true? It is intuitive, although the Markov condition is a prerequisite; for a formal proof see
Section 12.7.
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